
Cottesmore St Mary 
 This is what we will be learning about this half term. 

English - as readers and writers, we 
will be learning: 
Non-Chronological Reports 
-Identifying the features in a non- chronological 
reports.  
-Identify and use present perfect verbs. 
-Organise information into paragraphs  
-Use adjective to write formal and factual 
descriptions.  
-Plan edit and write a non-chronological report. 
Greek Myths (Greek Myths By Geraldine 
McCaughrean- Perseus.  

- Develop settings, characters and plot. 
- Assess the effectiveness of my own and 

others plan and suggest improvements. 
- Use powerful verbs for impact. 
- Explore a range of sentence structures. 
- Act in role 
- Use punctuated dialogue  
- Assess how effective my partners 

writing is.  
- Read my work aloud to discover errors.  
- Edit and improve my work. 

 
 

 

Science – as scientists, we will be learning: 
Plants  
Identify and describe the functions of different parts of flowering 
plants: roots, stem/trunk, leaves and flowers. 
Explore the requirements of plants for life and growth and how 
they vary from plant to plant. 
Investigate the way in which water is transported within plants. 
Explore the part that flowers play in the life cycle of flowering 
plants, including pollination, seed formation and seed dispersal. 
Key Scientist- Gregor Mendel, who investigated plant genetics 
and how living things pass characteristics to offspring,  
 

R.E – as spiritual people, we will be 
learning: 

Pentecost 
The Resurrection and The Ascension.   
The first three Glorious Mysteries of the Rosary. 
Pentecost: the coming of the Holy Spirit. 
How the Church celebrates Pentecost. 
Symbols of the Holy Spirit and their meaning. 
The inspiration of the Holy Spirit. 
Choices 
The Sacrament of Reconciliation and the stages of this 
Sacrament. 
The stories of the Prodigal Son and the Two Sons. 
An understanding of sin and some of its consequences. 
The importance of being sorry and asking for forgiveness 

 

 

 

History– as historians, we will be 
learning: 
During this topic year 3 will learn about the 
wonderful achievements of the Golden Age of 
Greece. They will look at the location and the City 
States, Gods and Goddesses, Greek Philosophers, 
Women in Ancient Greece and the legacy of Ancient 
Greece.  

Art / DT – as artists, we will be 
learning: 
The Greeks have landed and this term we will be 
exploring a range of technical skills including pen 
and ink wash, oil pastels, watercolour and linear 
drawing to recreate artwork focused around Greek 
mythology.  
 

Computing – as digital 
experts, we will be learning: 
In Year 3 children are using code in 
Scratch to follow weekly videos and 
concepts to tell fun, interactive stories.  
They build new skills and revisit old each 
week, ending in a 'show what you know' 
one-off to demonstrate their learning.  
Children use Broadcasting, Loops and IF 
conditions to control their code. 
 

Music – as musicians, we will be: 
Yr 3 will perform songs about Ancient Greece, 
focussing on the history of Troy.  
Pupil will also be learning to improvise from a 
range of Ancient scales,  focussing on Dorian 
and Persian scales. 
This will lead to an introduction on reading 
rhythmic notation and composing, notating 
and recording ancient melodies to set scales 
 

French – as linguists, we will be learning to: 
Understand and use the phrase Quel age as-tu? 
Understand the difference between le/la/les and un/une 
Use the conjunction ‘mais’ 
Learn high frequencu c’est.  
Extend sentences using et and aussi.  
 

PE – as athletes, we will be 
learning: 
Indoor- ball games.  
Learn the rules of known team ball games and 
adapt and develop to create their own game to 
share with the class.  
Outdoor- Athletics 
Explore a variety of different elements of 
Athletics e.g. jumping from two feet to two 
feet aiming for distance.  
 

Maths – as mathematicians, we will be learning: 
Multiplication and division: The children will be revising strategies for multiplying and 
dividing, particularly focusing on their 3, 4 and 8 times tables. They will then implement 
their new learning to solve word problems.  
Fractions 
-recognise and identify equivalent fractions on a number line  
-Compare fractions and order (unit fractions or with the same denominator) 
-Add and subtract fractions. Solve problems involving comparing, ordering, adding or 
subtracting fractions 
Measurement 
-Revise measurement of length and weight 
-Look at the different values of money and practice adding and subtracting different 
amounts.  
Time 
-Know the number of days in each month, a year and a leap year. 

-Know the number of hours in a day and seconds in a minute. 
-Estimate and read time with increasing accuracy to the nearest minute. 
-Tell and write times from an analogue 12 hour and 24 hour clock 
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